Businesses now a day are mostly digitalisation. The social media and online spirit are valuable assets of any business. Women's are familiar and making standard marks in all fields. They realised the importance of marketing especially in e-commerce make it use for their successful venture. While developing a website or ecommerce shop make their customer friendly with their preference depending upon their taste such as colour ,health ,beauty ,maternity, etc., This paper focuses on women entrepreneur furthermore, the issues looked by them when they set up and dealt with their very own business in the aggressive world business condition.
INTRODUCTION
Women possessed organizations are profoundly expanding in the economies of practically all nations. The shrouded enterprising possibilities of ladies have bit by bit been changing with the developing affectability to the job and financial status in the general public. Aptitude, learning and versatility in business are the fundamental explanations behind ladies to develop into business adventures. 'Women Entrepreneur' is an individual who acknowledges moving job to meet her own needs and become financially autonomous. A powerful urge to accomplish something positive is an inbuilt nature of enterprising ladies, who is equipped for contributing qualities in both family and public activity. With the approach of media, ladies know about their own characteristics, rights and furthermore the work circumstances. ISSN: 1430-3663 Vol-15-Issue-1-January -2020 P a g e | 2
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Copyright ⓒ 2019Author M ake your business spirit in social media like face book, twitter, instagram, etc., attracting the followers by promoting your page. Posting day to day important updates and related posts to your followers. It makes to attract the current customers entertained and they prefer other to follow your page.
M ake development in quality SEO for your website it will take minimum six month for a quality SEO to reach trade and company to get rankings and results. Request not to go in for fake agencies who are promoting trade and company within a short period for low prices I suggest that you to go for a recognised agency who have been in the field of digital marketing minimum five years. Obviously today there are lot of marketing agencies run by woman themselves where you will find communicating and agree on deals easier as there is a primitive understanding on running business and multidimensional when having to run a family.
Build or to develop a blog for your business characteristics updates like discounts, messages, trends and magazines which is related to current trends and dressing is useful to start own business like boutique be confident that you post in social media channels should be reached to your business focuses on. Blogs are the smart way to reach the trendy peoples.
Becoming a good women entrepreneur and getting success in digital world is very competitive. What works and what doesn' t is dictated by the correct mix of structure and significance as per the client experience. In the cutting edge showcasing scene, the web with online life, web journals, and SEO enables you to reach nearly anybody, regardless of what industry your business is. 2019 can be a crucial year, contingent upon how you pose yourself through showcasing. There's enormous chance, yet.
ISS UES AND CHALLENGES FOR INDIAN WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS
In recent years the difficulties for emerging women entrepreneur are Skills, Apart from these challenges, few issues concerning to women entrepreneurs wherein government of India has made sufficient efforts to cater their needs are:
 Specific target group developmental programmes for women entrepreneurs.
 Better instructive offices and advances plans to expand help for ladies business people.
 Satisfactory preparing on the executives abilities to give ladies network.
 Professional preparing to empowers them to comprehend the creation and procedure the board.
 Ability improvement in ladies polytechnic and mechanical preparing foundations.
Abilities are created in preparing cum-generation workshops.
 Preparing on expert ability and initiative aptitude. ISSN: 1430-3663 Vol-15-Issue-1-January -2020 P a g e | 4
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Copyright ⓒ 2019Author  Preparing and guiding the guide of submitted NGOs, clinicians, administrative specialists and specialized.
 To support increasingly inactive ladies business visionaries the Women preparing system ought to be composed to perceive their mental needs and express them.
 State account enterprises and financing foundations should allow by resolution to expand simply exchange fund issues.
 Framework, as mechanical plots and sheds, to set up businesses is to be given by state run organizations.
CAS E ANALYS IS
According to reports, India has shown a positive improvement in Women entrepreneurship, especially after reaching to 100th rank in ease of doing business in India. 
LITERATURE REVIEW

OBJECTIVE OF THE S TUDY
 The study about issues and challenges, faced by women entrepreneurs.
 To analyse the impact of entrepreneurial support activities and best practices.
RES EARCH METHODOLOGY
The research is analytical in nature.
It collects M eta inferences based on essential and auxiliary information. Auxiliary information was gathered from reports, surveys, newspapers and books whereas primary data was collected through Questionnaires.
S AMPLE D ES IGN
Samples were selected from sampling unit. The method used is convenient sampling technique. Total sample size is 75. ISSN: 1430-3663 Vol-15-Issue-1-January -2020 P a g e | 6
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Copyright ⓒ 2019Author The table demonstrates that greater part of the respondent's online business is housewives with 39%. 0.5% of respondents were Govt employee, 29% were private employee and 27% were students. The income groups with 36% respondents earn less than 20000 and 27% of respondents were earning 40,000-60,000 21% and 16% of respondents were categorised in the income level between 20000 -40000 and above 60000. The table demonstrates that 67% of the respondents knew chance is exposed by training programs. ISSN: 1430-3663 Vol-15-Issue-1-January -2020 P a g e | 8
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Copyright ⓒ 2019Author The table signifies that the lack of confidence suffered by women's 52% by family and 35% by relatives and only 13% by friends.
CONCLUS ION
The overall policies and initiatives to promote entrepreneurship are high in numbers but there is still a long way to make it workable. Given the number of females in the country, many of them are still not educated or lack risk taking capacity or lack aspiration. The voyage of business begins from school to lifetime. M ost of the families, where business was a major source of earning of the family, children in the family also tend to take up business or entrepreneurship.
Even today, we are still struggling with issues of social acceptability, changing mindsets, inequality and irrational judgments which are making the journey of a women entrepreneur more difficult. The country is on basic level of contextual framework, whereas others have graduated to technological up gradation, commercialization and competition. In a recent report on inequality, India stands at 147th rank out of 154 countries, which is a worrying state for nation. It not only creates barriers in generating interest for new comers but also discourages the existing players.
